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MEMORANDUM

To: F. W. de Wette, Chairman, and Members
of the Executive Committee, The Department
of Physics

From: Friends of J. M. Kuehne

Subject: Requesting

(1) that the Department recommend the naming of
the Library in the R. L. Moore building in honor of Professor
J. M. Kuehne, deceased, long-time member of the Physics
Department, and

(2) that the Department recommend the purchase
of the Wayman Adams portrait of Professor Kuehne for the
Library.
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John Matthias Kuehne was born in Halletsville,- Texas , on August 11,

1872. His parents emigrated from Germany when they were children, met in

this country, and reared their own family of twelve children (including three

nieces and nephews) on a farm in Lavaca County. Both parents were school

teachers as well as farmers and Dr. Kuehne was taught at home until he was

about 18. He said he learned to read sitting on a plow behind a horse. He

had planned to be a farmer when his parents persuaded him to attend summer

normal in Halletsville. With the encouragementof his parents he took and

passed the state normal exams. Friends then found him a little school near

Cuero and he taught for several years f returning each summer to normal

school. One of his pupils was a "pretty, soft-spoken girl five years younger

than he." She was later to become Mrs. Kuehne.

A lecture at summer normal by a Dr. Baldwin of the University of Texas

ignited his ambitions and from that moment Kuehne resolved to attend the

University of Texas. In 1896, at the age of 25, Kuehne and a boyhood friend

came to the University as roommates. Old B. Hall, where the computer cen-

ter now stands, was a new dormitory for men in those days, and bluebonnets

grew on the empty fields around the Forty Acres. Dr. Kuehne found physics

and mathematics easy and interesting and graduated a Phi Beta Kappa in the

spring of 1899 with a Bachelor of Arts degree in Physics. He was appointed

Tutor in Physics (i.e., Teaching Assistant) for the school years 1899-1900

and 1900-1901, and upon completion of his Master of Arts degree received

his first appointment as a member of the faculty (Instructor) in 1901. During

this period his roommate's sister, his former grade school student, Mary

Wild, entered the University as a freshman. Dr. Kuehne later described her

as "tall, graceful and very charming." They were married in August of 1900

and were to raise two daughters.
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Through leaves of absence at Texas and Fellowships at the University

of Chicago, the academic years 1906-7 and 1907-08 saw the completion of

formal course work for the Doctor of Philosophy degree and the initiation of

an experimental research project under Robert A. Millikan. This project,

the converse of the Rowland effect, was continued at the University of Texas

upon Kuehne's return for the fall semester of 1908. Upon successful con-

clusion, his dissertation was published in the Philosophical Magazine for

April, 1910, (on the Electrostatic Effect of a Changing Magnetic Field,

Phil. Mag. 5, 469 (1910)) the year he was awarded the degree of Doctor of

Philosophy by the University of Chicago. On the occasion of Dr. Kuehne's

seventieth birthday, Millikan commented upon Kuehne's work in a letter to

the Chairman of the Physics Department: ."When Maxwell's electromagnetic

theory was undergoing all the tests which we physicists could devise to see

if it ever fell down anywhere, Dr. Kuehne put in one of the latest nails in

the establishment of that theory when he was a graduate student at the Ryer-

son Laboratory at the University of Chicago. He made a worth-while con-

tribution, therefore, in that particular research to the greatest accomplish-

ments of all time—the establishment of Maxwell's electromagnetic theory."

The American Men of Sciences lists Professor Kuehne's climb through

the academics ranks as: Instructor, 01-09, Assistant Professor, 09-17,

Associate Professor 17-23, Professor, 23- . Research interests are given

simply as magneto-electric effects and diffraction of light at metallic and

non-metallic edges. Dr. Kuehne was elected an active member of the

Alpha of Texas Chapter of Phi Beta Kappa in 1905 and a Fellow of the Ameri-

can Association for the Advancement of Science in 1915. He was a Charter

Member of the reorganized Texas Academy of Sciences in 1929 and was

elected a Fellow later that year.
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Professor Kuehne went "on modified service in the Fall Semester of

1942, modified service at that time consisting of the teaching of two courses

together with their labs , if any, for upper division or graduate courses .* Ten

years later, in the fall of 1951, after 55 years at the University of Texas and

"50 years as a member of the Faculty, Professor Kuehne resigned to become

Professor Emeritus of Physics. He maintained good health, an active and

critical intellect, and wide-ranging interests in arts and letters on the

Campus and in the Austin Community until shortly before his death on

February 14, 1960, at the age of eighty-seven years and six months. It is

perhaps a result of his longevity that the University overlooked the

customary memorial resolution upon his death. Newspaper clippings, some

personal memorabilia, and the memories of the few remaining individuals

on the Faculty who knew Professor Kuehne constitute the basis for the in-

formation presented here in an attempt to portray to some small extent the

intellectual life and accomplishments of this remarkable man.
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Scientist and Teacher

" A letter of October 18, 1951, from University President T. S. Painter

acknowledging Professor Kuehne's resignation as Professor of Physics modi-

fied service and recommending him for Emeritus status, contains the following

paragraph:

"I doubt if on our faculty there is any other member who has had con-

tact with as many students as you, and knowing you as I do, I realize just

how many young people have benefited from these associations. For a good

teacher does much more than drill his students in the laws of his science;

he shares much of his own outlook in life and when this is wholesome and

optimistic, the student gains a very great deal. You would be surprised to

know how often "old-timers" ask me about you specifically. It is quite ob-

vious that they hold you in respect and in real affection."

An article from the Daily Texas on Sunday, November 15, 1942, des-

cribes the 70th birthday party for Dr. Kuehne as follows:

"Dr« John Matthias Kuehne, professor of physics, only 70 years old,

Saturday night was surprised guest of honor at a birthday turkey dinner given

by the Department of Physics, in the Physics Building Library.

When asked to attend an 'informal party for the Department1, Dr. Kuehne

didn't think he could go, because he already had tickets and had brushed off

his best suit to go to the symphony at Hogg Auditorium; and if there is any-

thing the congenial doctor likes, it's good music, but he was lured to the

party with the promise that it would be over before the concert began. Well,

Dr. Kuehne didn't ever get to Hogg, but he heard the symphony anyway,

because students in the Physics Department constructed a special broad-

casting system by which the music was piped to him in the Physics Building.
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As the some 100 colleagues, students, friends and former students

arrived at the birthday party, they signed a parchment scroll on which Dan

E. McCaskill, former student under Dr. Kuehne, had printed the following

inscription: 'In appreciation to Dr. John Matthias Kuehne for the inspira-

tion that we have gained as students , colleagues and friends from his

critical thinking and for the genial associations that we have enjoyed. I'd

trust him with my life, my fortune, and my sacred honor1 ... ."
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Many of Professor Kuehne's former students were scattered through-

out the nation in war-time 1942 and, not able to attend the birthday party,

-sent their congratulations by letter or wire. A few excerpts from their many

letters give further insight into the deep respect they felt for their former

teacher, the person whom they sought out as counsellor and turned to as

friend.

11. «, .1 have always considered Dr. Kuehne a sort of God-Father to

me, for he more than anyone else was the guiding influence in causing me to

select physics as a major in the University. . . " — E. W. Schuhmann

". « «I shall always remember with real pleasure the many interesting

and instructive hours spent in your classes as well as the enjoyable asso-

ciations with you outside of class. -. ." -- Lloyd Cherry

". . .1 want to take this opportunity to express my appreciation for

your friendship and helpful instructions while I attended the University ..."

— Earl Deacon

11. . .my appreciation of the inspiration that I have gained from you—

both in the classroom and in personal contact. lam sure that all of your

many students join me in expressing these sentiments. . ." — G. R. Tatum

"c .. .We are all proud of the contributions that you have made to

science and to the lives of the men and women of Texas with whom you have

worked for many years . " -- Archie Straiten
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". . . Please think of us and know that we are thinking of you and

recalling the many happy hours that we have spent in the company of you and

■your many friends during those great years when I was privileged to work for

you and with you ....
However, more important to me than all of this fun, and more

cherished in my memory, is the contribution which you have made to my

progress through life. lam deeply grateful for the knowledge and inspiration

which I received from your excellent teaching and your splendid example. I

have long since forgiven you for the several figurative and literal headaches

which I suffered as a result of some of your examinations. I develop a

cramp in my hand and a pain where I sit now when I think of that major exami

nation taken by the physics graduates of 1928. Seven and one-half hours

with a half-hour recess for supper!. . .
There was another incident which I recall with both appreciation and

amusement. On the day when you organized our laboratory class in optics,

I spoke up quickly and excitedly: 'Dr. Kuehne, let Purifoy and I work to-

gether? 1 Your only reply was, 'I believe, Mr. Edrington, that 'let 1 controls

the objective.' None of my English instructors ever made a more instructive

statement with a more lasting result. . ." — Tom Edrington

". . . It is a real pleasure to thank you for the time and effort you

spent as one of my teachers, to praise you for your work both as a teacher

and as a citizen, and to wish you many more years for continuation of your

work." — R. E. Greenwood

18. . .1 remember with pleasure my association with you as a student

and as a friend. . ." — Noyes D. Smith, Jr.
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". «, .By your untiring labor in the field to which- you have dedicated

your life, you have been an inspiration to all those with whom you came in

-contact. .-. "——SisteF Michael O'Bryrne

11. . « The astronomers of McDonalds and Yerkes Observatories and

their families join in sending greetings to Professor and Mrs. Kuehne. . .
His support and friendly interest have aided in bringing about the construc-

tion in Texas of the world's second largest telescope." —■ O. Struve

"If we could have our wish we would be with you tonight celebrating

with as fine and jovial a leader and companion as any group ever had. . ."

-— Charles Rutherford, Edward White, Wilson Nolle, Allen Chernosky,

Eugene Ennis, Burton Jones, Laymon Miller, Roland Bulmberg, Robert Payne,

Robert Thompson, Paul Boner, Marian Boner.
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]
One foggy day last semester we slipped our photographer (cleverly disguised am

a photography student) into dr. J. M. Kuehne's photography class, and prayed for
light, since the object was exposure incognito. Unconsciously obliging, our subject
switched on a tight bulb and peered through a lens. We snapped at the chance,

DR. J. M. KUEHNE
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Excerpts from an unidentified magazine article, entitled simply

"Dr. J. M. Kuehne", will strike a resonant note in the memory of those who

-knew him well:

" The tall, straight professor with the shock of snow-white hair and

well-trimmed mustasche and goatee strode quietly into the amphitheater

classroom in the Physics Building and, after class noises had subsided,

began his lecture. As students listened to his remarks, which were almost

invariably punctured with gestures, they soon realized they were being told

how to determine temperature by counting the number of chirps of a cricket

in one minute. With only a twinkle in his eyes to betray him, the professor

patiently explained that the temperature in degrees Fahrenheit is thirty-

seven plus the number of chirps per minute of the Oecanthus Niveus (or

green tree cricket) divided by four.

Dr. John Matthias Kuehne has been entertaining and instructing Uni-

versity students since he began teaching here in 1899 as a tutor. Though

-well past the retirement age for professors (Dr. Kuehne is seventy-six), he

still teaches two classes in photography weekly to almost a hundred students

(the number who register for his popular course is always considerably more

but has to be reduced because of darkroom space available)... .
... In 1908, he taught the first photography course to be offered

at the University. Classes and labs were held in the basement of the old

Main Building. A few years later, he organized the Austin Camera Club "for

those people who are interested in improving methods of making pictures,

rather than for those who just snap pictures and let the drug store develop

the film 1.
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A colored filter for black and white film which is standard equipment

for photographers today was first produced by Kuehne out of pieces of glass

and wood. . .
Students attend few of his classes without a rewarding example of

his pointed sense of humor. Once, returning to his optics lab after a short

absence, he found the telescope trained on a window at Scottish Rite

Dormitory for women.

"We are testing the field of the telescope, Dr. Kuehne/ explained

one of the flustered students. 'This really is a good telescope. See how

square that window frame appears through the glass?"

Dr. Kuehne gazed into it for a moment. 'It certainly is, 1 he agreed.

'You can almost read the time on that girl's watch.' c . ."

Dr. Kuehne always taught the optics and spectroscopy courses,

laboratory as well as lecture. The laboratory rooms were designed generally

much like those of other laboratories in the old physics building, though

equipped with heavy, dark shades that could be lowered in metal tracks for

complete room darkness. Ceilings were finished with acoustical tile, making

the room excellent acoustically, as well as light and attractive when the

many windows were opened to the campus outside. Work tables consisted of

cement pillars topped with thick slabs of soapstone, each containing air

and gas outlets and electrical panels with 110- and 220-volt ac and dc out-

lets as well as one 50-ampere circuit, two general purpose circuits, and

one high frequency circuit leading to the central switchboard in the genera-

tor and battery rooms. Sinks , desks, blackboards , and wood storage

cabinets completed these excellent student laboratory rooms. The equipment

was the best available and of wide variety, permitting instructive experi-

ments in many basic areas of optics and spectroscopy. A large room
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in the basement was designed for the 21-foot Paschen-Runge-mounted concave

grating, complete with darkroom and source room opening to the outside with

heliostat for solar spectroscopy. Laboratory notes were complete and well-

written. Dr. Kuehne gave his own laboratory lectures and then worked closely

with the students throughout the laboratory period. No teaching assistants

or graders were used.

What is the purpose of this description? Perhaps it becomes important

in comparison with a senior laboratory room in the new R. L. Moore building.

The walls are of painted building tile, and massive, exposed cement beams

loom cavernously above excessively bulky air ducts. A reverberation time of

seconds precludes intelligible speech, even if it could otherwise be under-

stood above the noise of rushing air in the ducts overhead. A few 120-volt

outlets dangle grotesquely in the center of the room from dark cables sus-

pended from the ceiling, and other 120-volt outlets are set in an exposed con-

duit around the walls. A small sink sits in miserably impotent isolation in the

middle of the room, and black table tops contribute to the general feeling of

gloom. A sparcity of laboratory stools was the apparent result of their having

been somehow overlooked in the furnishing of the building and, reportedly,

the laboratory apparatus now compliments the room in which it is housed.

The whole depressing, dismal impression is one of thoughtless neglect. If

this is considered an overstatement, it is suggested that a visit be made,

for example, to room 7.302.

The questions asked might be either how so much of the depression-

limited material resources of the Department and of the personal resources

of its faculty could be expended in this earlier time on the mere teaching of

physics, or perhaps how little could be expended now? To Dr. Kuehne, as

Teacher and scientist inextricably combined, the student was the glorious

reason for the existence of the University and excellence of teaching of

physics as an experimental as well as a theoretical science was the
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unquestionably overriding consideration. To this add the more esotiric con-

notations of "teacher" as a molder of youthful character, a disciplinarian to

correct, a friend to guide, and a model to be emulated and it is evident that

being a teacher such as Dr. Kuehne was a full-time, life-long job. Per-

sonal scientific research and publication was not a neurotically demanding

requirement in Dr. Kuehne's life. Although no literature search has been

made over the early nineteen hundreds to provide a publication list, it is

doubted there could have been many of the type commonly published now. Of

his dissertation, Millikan once said, "I had rather have this one piece of

work to my credit than all the outpourings of R. W. Wood." Perhaps this

was sufficient for the personal satisfaction of Kuehne. Lest these remarks

be misconstrued, let it be emphasized that no apology is thought necessary

for the lack of a publication list in the brief biography of a man whose life

was so distinguishedly devoted to his profession.

Although teaching two courses while on modified service and spending

essentially all day each week day with his many students and their multi-

tudenous laboratory projects, Dr. Kuehne was willing always to assist others

when the need arose. When a young colleague was worried about the strain

of such a large teaching load on a man in his seventies, Professor M. Y.

Colby, then chairman of the physics department, responded, "Teaching comes

as naturally to Dr. Kuehne as breathing; he doesn't feel any strain." At

about this time, in the early part of World War 11, the physics department

taught manyNavy v-5 and v-12 students. A number of classes were scheduled

In Sutton Hall, precluding the use of demonstration experiments. Dr. Kuehne

graciously agreed to hold Saturday morning sessions in the Physics Building

Auditorium to perform for these students demonstrations appropriate to the

material covered earlier in the week. It was a never-to-be-forgotten



experience to see the tall, white-bearded, athlete-straight old gentleman,

with the character of a lifetime etched ruggedly on his still-virile, Viking-

like countenance, breath life and excitement into otherwise routine demon-

strations .

15
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Interest in Astronom

Dr. Kuehne was scientific representative for the University in selecting

the location and choosing the design of the McDonald Observatory. It was

upon his initiative that the 9-inch refractory student telescope and the star

transit were added to the. design of the old Physics Building. As an aid to

his understanding of the manifold problems relating to the location of the

Observatory, Dr. Kuehne visited the major observatories of North America

and talked to the nation's outstanding astronomers. The superb location and

excellent facilities bear witness in part at least to the wisdom of his advice

to the University administration.

Of a number of news releases in the fall of 1927, the following item

from the Valley Review, Edinburg, is typical in describing the initial planning

of the Observatory:



SCIENTIST STUDIES LARGEV^-
/observatories to insure, :
\ " texas v. best equipment':

Special to The Review observatory upon a tree coverecH
'Austin, Texas, Sept. 25.—For the mountain. This condition exists at!wrpose of inspecting and obtaining the observatories visited by Dr.;

data as to equipment and operation Kuehne. and if possible it will bei
Of the larger observatories of the followed in locating the observa-i
United States and Canaaa. Dr. John tory of the University of Texas, he-,
M. Kuehne, professor of physics at c aid, In orde?r t0 f:nd the mosc de.j
the University of Te::as, made an Sjra <oio site for tne university's ob-|
extended trip during the summer. servatory n is proposed to employ-
The primary object of his invest!- a trained astronomical observer to!
gations was to obtain information make carefui tests of various locali-i
that could be applied in the con- ties in the s tate. This will proba-
struction and operation of the ob- b jy be done by a portable eiguc-inchf
scrvatory which the University of telescope.
Texas will erect in accordance with Dr. Kuehne expressed the opinion!
the $1,200,000 bequest given for the that the McDonald bequest would be:purpose in the will of the late Wil- aEiple to construct an observatory;
liam J. McDonald of Pans. witn a telescope of approximatelyl
. On his recent trip Dv. Kuehne 60-mch aperture and a smaller stu-;
visited the Lowell Observatory at dents- observatory, the latter to be;
.Flagstaff. Arizona, the Pasaaena iocate d at or vi the- immediate vi-iObservatory on Mount Wilson. Cali- cjnity of .tne nmin umversity.
fornia. the Lick Observatory on y _ _._.., "~ .-■ .. -■■■■»
Mount Hamilton, California, and
the students' at Ber-
keley. California, the last two being
operated by tho University of Cali-
fornia. He also inspected the Do-
minion Observatory at Victoria.

Columbia. The observatory
tpn Mount Wilson is the largest in
,the world. Its concave mirror is
«ight feet four inches m diameter.
.Dr. Kuehne said that he was im-
pressed with the fact that the sci-
entists connected with these obser-
jvatories should not be isolated if it
;is. possible to prevent it. He said
«shafc observatories where membersZpt the staff were so situated thar
[they could come into a more or less
iriaily contact with the people of the
''larger communities they are more
tccntented and perhaps performed
ibetter and more satisfactory work
Ithan those who are forced to live
{somewhatremote from other human
{habitation.
J1 As an illustration, the scientists
ion Mount Wilson spend perhaps a
[night- or more making observations
And then return to their offices in
Jpasadena where they make their
calculations.
f. In selecting a site for the pro-
iposed -observatory of the Univer-
.sity of Texas, atmospheric condi-
tions, must be carefully considered.
Dr. Kuehne said. In order to ob-

i tain as uniform ' temperature as] -possible it is found best to locate an.

£" Ft lull 1 liUi/L

DDllilYAiUill
Want It Established on

Tree Mountain
Altho Prot. John M. Kuehne, of)

the University of Texas, has j

recommended a tree-coveredmoun-
tain for the proposed MacDonald
observatory, Maj. R. F. Barges, of El
Paso, does nofc think a suitable tree- j
covered mountain can be found in
Texas.
"I doubt whether they can find a

tree-covered mountain in a section
where they have a clear atmos-
phere," Major Burgcs said.

JSULL DfHT
FOR STUDENTS

Kuehne Says Funds Ample
After Long Trip.
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Apparently there was the usual pressure brought to bear by vested

political and partisan regional interest with respect to the location of the

Observatory. There was a strong move to choose Mt. Bonnell or one of the

other hills across the lake, also a strong attempt by El Paso to have the

Observatory located there. These interests are reflected in news clippings

from across the State. It is to the credit of Professor Kuehne and then Uni-

versity president H. Y. Benedict that the ultimate choice was dictated by

purely scientific considerations. The continuing interest, guidance and sup-

port given to the Observatory is reflected in the following article from the

Texan.

Kuehse to Explain
p&w ÜbserYatory
In Public Lecture
i
[Astronomical Importance

Of McDonald Telescope
Discussed

To Show Slides
Benedict to Lecture Next

Concerning Star
Distance

I "Some Special Characteristics
of the McDonald Telescope" will

\be the subject of an address to be
'delivered by Dr. J. M. Kuehne,

of physics, at 5 o'clock
afternoon in the Ge-

lp!ogy auditorium. Dr. Kuehne's
dress will be the fifth of the |

public lectures held this year, and
the first of the series of three to i

discuss astronomical subjects.
Dr. Kuehne states that his aim j
this speech will be to point out

Jcleariy what this telescope will
jnean to astronomy. He says, '"It
is not merely another telescope,
but one that wll furnish a unique
instrument for astronomical re-
search." In illustration of this, he
wili review large observatories of
the United States and their teles-
icopes by means of slides, showing
in what particulars the McDonald
telescope, made possible by the
late W. J. McDonald of Paris will
'differ from any oi the telescopes
Imiit to date.

Two Years to Finish
| The McDonald Observatory will
"not be finished for at least two
years. It will require something j
like a year to cast and then veryI
slowly cool the immense disc of |
pyrex glass weighing nearly three ij
'tons from which the main mirror \
;of the telescope is made. The .]
grinding, polishing1, and especially ;
"the "figuring1" of the mirror will \
xequire at least another year. The *

'"figuring" or final shaping of the \
"^reflecting surface oi the mirror .'
is an operacion of almost unbe- ,
lievabls delicacy requiring an ac- 1;
,'curacy over the entire surface of I
:about; a millionth of an inch.
I Dr. Kuehne has consulted lead- 1
;ing astronomers about the McDon-
!ald Observatory in the interest of
making it one which will cooper-

late and help the other observato-i
Jxies of the country rather than.,;
-fone which would duplicate thei
! work of the others. One of the.-
-;chief astronomers consulted, whoi
i is often called the dean of Amer-j
j ican astronomers, was Dr. Georgej
;E. Hale, who was the guiding]

" spirit in thebuilding of the Mount j
| Wilson Solar Observatory in Cal-

? ifornia.
" Dr. Kuehne's lecture will be fol-
f lowed by two more on astronom-
{ ical subjects, the next of these
Ito be given by Dr. H. Y. Benc-
; diet, president of the -University j
j and professor of applied math- j
i -ematics and astronomy, who will >

I explain, January 17, how he can |
j tell the distances of the stars; and jj| the last by Dr. E. G. Keller, pro- 0
" fessor of applied mathematics and |
5 astronomy, on "'Some Problems in |
I Cosmogony," February 7.

:-j| .'Dr.;«r, M. ■Kuehne, processor
;aof"physics.. will lecture on. the'

Observatory at s-
■vo'cloclc this, afternoon in Garri-

f.'^son jHall auditorium.

18
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Public Lecturer

One remembers a number of public addresses on science topics of

interest to the educated layman. The talks were invariably well-prepared,

excellently illustrated, and impressively delivered in an extemporaneous

style to attentive audiences . One such lecture, widely reported at the time ,
was head-lined "Man Has Bogged Down Socially, UT Scientist Says." The

gist of the talk was given: " 'Scientists are abandoning simple, mechani-

cal concepts of the universe, and consequently are leaving political and

socialogical thinkers far behind. . . We are getting farther away from the

palpable, tangible universe we thought of up to 1895,' Dr. Kuehne, professor

of physics, told his Pop Lecture audience. Because of these advances, a

holiday for scientists to allow the politicians to catch up has seriously been

suggested, 76-year old Dr. Kuehne said. . ."

As an excellent public lecturer whose reputation assured a good at-

tendance, Dr. Kuehne was much in demand for non-science talks as well.

A typical title that survives in a newspaper clipping is "Free Speech and Free

Thought in Our American Universities. " He would have placed no limitation

on freedom of thought, or subject matter for research, and only those of

decency and courtesy on freedom of speech. An inherent liberal, an mdi

vidualist, a man of total integrity, complete honesty, and disconcerting

straight-forwardness, Dr. Kuehne has been described as "no Victorian, he

likes rapid, revolutionary changes. At 70 he considers his career as just

begun, and thinks of himself as a student— only a little older than the

average freshman."
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Photography and Art

.Dr. Kuehne's interest in photography evidently dates from his under-

graduate days. Upon his death, the Kuehne family gave his collection of

glass-plate negatives to the Texas History Center and the Alcade of June,

1960 reproduced several of his early campus photographs. One shows

students in an introductory physics lab in 1904. The students, all mature-

looking males in coats and ties, are determining the heat of vaporization of

water. Interestingly enough, the equipment shown clearly in the photograph

is the same equipment currently used in that experiment, some seventy years

after the photograph was taken.

A Texan article in 1932 describes one of the many public exhibits of

the photographic work of Professor Kuehne and his students. The article

discusses in a journalistic way both the technical and artistic aspects of

Kuehne's work and is reproduced in part below for the flesh it adds to the

rather bare bones of this brief description.
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1932

DR. KUEHNE RECORDS LIFE
ON COLORED PHOTOGRAPHS

. Back in the days when colossal
"coiffures were the vogue for wo-
imen, and men wore flowing beards
and mustachois, a gentleman nam-
ed Daguerre ingeniously devised

"a means of recording images of
the bearded visages of those days.
:This type of portrait became
-'known asa daguerreotype. Hard-
ly worthy to be termed artistic,

i nevertheless the old fashioned pic-
ture contributed its part in making

Tphotography the ?.rt it is today.

*' Dr. J. M. Kuehne of the de-
.partment of physics does not c'aim
[the distinction of being an artist,
►but such an epithet in connection
[with his name might not be inap-
fpropriate. Dr. Kuehne has two
ihobbies—music and photography.
(Besides imparting information

heat, light, and elcctri-
fcity, iys pedagogicalduties include

24 students in the
[rudiments of photography. Al-
♦though the course deals primarily
pvith the scientific phase, the es-
fcthetic side is not overlooked.

Mr. Kuehne and his proteges,
{armed with iheir photographic

have invaded the semi-
imountainous, wooded regions
near Austin in quest of propi-

\ fects. Here is where the artistic
skill is taxed. For about twenty
years Mr. Kuehne has been inter-
ested in photography. During
that time he has become adept in
the art of developingpictures.

One interesting landscape is
that of a moonlight lake, which
was first developed in the usual
manner, then given a blue tone
by a chemical process. Another
is a rural scene developed on a
sensitized, transculent porcelain
plate. The plate, having the qual-
ity of transmitting light, gives to

! the picture an unusual soft effect. ,
" A view of one of Elisabet Ney's ■

masterpieces is another picture on Jporcelain. Mr. Kuehne toned the j
picture, with blue. Harsh outlines i
were softened, and the effect is
one seldom seen in photographs
of statues.

Studies of Flowers
Dr. Kuehne pLso has numerous j

photographs of Texas wild flowers I
in natural colors. Fields of blue-i
bonnets, the official flower of the
Lone Star State, which have at-
tracted renowned artists to Texas,
are amor.? the scenes photograph-
jedby Dr. Kuehne. Still life stud-
j ies of other flowers, in their na-
tural colors are also included in

tious landscapes. They have mado
"shots" of rivulets, cataracts, and j

"fields of wildflowers. Some of I
-these landscapes, together with!
scenes from other lands, views ofj

■the campus as it appeared several |
I years ago, and numerous portraits !

his photographic collection.
Among the pictures exhibited in

the hall is an interesting1 portrait
of a venerable, bespectackied
gentleman, revealing much char-
acter. There are also animal pic-
tures, viewsof snow capped moun-

are exhibited in the hall in the j
basement of Main Building:. Calm, j
nocturnal marine scenes, brilliant

j snow scenes, interesting portraits,
i animal pictures and wildflower
■ scenes are there for the arc lov-
ter's study.

Adept at Developing
! Dr. Kuehne's combined office
; and studio is well equipped with
photographic paraphernalia. Sev-
eral cameras, numerous lantern
slides, negatives, color photo-
graphs, and tinted pictures repre-
senting various processes and
means of obtaining artistic ef-

tains and mountain streams. Some
of the most interesting: pictures
are landscapes of the campus sev-
eral years aero when covered with
a blanket of snovv\ Views of the
Capitol Building and other- points
in the "friendly city" are also
in the exhibit.

It's a far cry from the old
daguerreotype to photography of
today. Dr. Kuehne's landscapes
demonsti'ate clearly that photog-
raphy may be classed in the realms
of ar. when handled by one who
is artistically inclined and appre-
ciates esthetic-.eftects,- ._>.~. -„ .



THe ab'oTe picture, Dr. J,: M. Kuehne,: .1:
1 profea»or of phjalc*,. looking tKroajflx * spectro--

scope, lias-been voted fir*t-priz#- winner in--the—
Austin Camera Club'*-second^ preliminary com-

petition.. Taken bj^ Hubert Luckett and A. D.

j GloYsr, til© photograph demonstrates the mrtia*^.
! tic work'Tvhlch canb* turned out vrith. fch« equip—'
yraent of the arrerag* press photographer;' merely
\hy using a little ingenuity and darer lightinjf., \.:
j. Winner* of th» three preliminary competitions.-- ■

■will be hung* in a showingf March 5. j-\ ' ~" "■. , '"-."
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It will be remembered that the 5 th floor of the Old Physics Building

contained the most remarkable facilities for the teaching of photography:

two large faculty darkrooms, 16 student darkrooms, accomodating 4 students

each, with cabinets, sinks, safe lights, contact printers, etc., all opening

onto a large common room containing several excellent enlargers. A por-

trait studio on the fourth floor was equipped with lights, studio cameras,

etc. Two smaller adjacent rooms housed excellent and varied photographic

equipment and supplies--a variety and quality that no one would dare request

for student laboratories today. It is interesting but distressing to compare the

exceptional facilities designed by Professor Kuehne and built in the depths

of the depression with the shoddy and cheap, bare, box-like laboratories

deemed suitable for physics students in the R. L. Moore building of the

grossly affluent late sixties. One cringes at the thought of Professor

Kuehne 1 s response to a department whose drive toward excellence so down-

graded undergraduate teaching.

In the early forties Dr. Kuehne introduced a second and more advanced

photography course. Exhibits and photographic contests were important

annual events. The popular Austin Camera Club was a University-based or-

ganization originating in the photography course but open to non-University

people in the Austin area, as described in the following article from an un-

dated Texan clipping.



L^meraArtlyeea^bunshine; m

Result: Kuehne Dislikes Clouds :
BY BETTY ELLIOTT

. "No- sunshine for a whole week.
It's dreadful!" " "

Tall, majestic Dr. John M.
Kuehne, rofessor of physics,, shook
his white head and stroked his
equally white whiskers. He was
speaking, of the Austin Camera
Club, of which he is sponsor, and
tortriirf- sL^rce'ls^ sunshine- is.- a
serious thing , indeed. It means
fewer entries in/che club's contest,
■which closes April 2, -"mcLa virtual
»»clipsing of all club work.

It was not hard to start him
talking on his favorite subject,
photography, and the genially
smiling professor soon was show-
ing his beautiful collection of
prints. ,

"Photography is arc art. It is
s means of expression of the
tastes and individuality of an art-
ist, just as is a painting," Dr.
Kuehne said, as he pulled out of
hia collection a picture of a water-
fall in YellowstoneNational Park.
1 " 4*A picture must express what

you would 'like it to express. You
must have apointofview—a mood
—and then you must strive to get
some special meaning into ~your
picture." ....

The professor,, who looks like
some old knight of battle, pulled
himself straight and tall in his
black -suit and gave his opinion
"of peop-le:wnTr'irnap'^a*pfctnTe,Tgo
through the process of mechanical
producing, and then just "blow- it
up" and think they have done
something wonderful.

"Some of the boys in the club
are that way," he said, "but this
semester we are having- the oppor-
tunity of applying thefundamental
technique which we learned the
first semester. -Now we are in-
terested in the art of the picture."

Returning to the subject of the
Camera Club contest, Dr. Kuehne
said that many/ good prints had
been turned in, -but that many
more were expected before the
contest closed. Sixteen prints have
baen sent1 to the .fan Antonio Pic-

torial Camera Club, which is spon-
soring a contest for amateurs, all
over Texas. The pictures are
placedon exhibit in the Witte Mu-
seum in San Antonio. Dr. Kuehne
is execting word from there soon.

A great deal of time and effort
is devoted to photography by the
jCamera..Club .members,.,most,of.
"\vHom are "University students. "

"Most people think because it
is called the- Austin. Camera- Club
that it i3not connected with the
University," Dr. Kuehne said, "but
this is not rue. Only a few Aus-
tin residents and faculty members1

are in the club. For this reason
we are considering1 changing the
name to the University Camera
Club." The possible change is-to;
be brought up at thenext meeting j

Many former members of the
Austin Camera Club have made
their careers in photography after!
graduating from the University.!
Notable among these is the daugh-j
ter of the -world-famous physicist, j
H. A. Wilson of Houston. " J

24
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Additional information is provided by excerpts for a later article:

PORTRAIT OF A LENSMAN—This bearded
gentleman peering into the camera possibly
has a good reason for being so close—he took
the picture himself. He's Dr.' J. M. Kuehne,
University of Texas physics professor and one
of Austin's most distinguishedphotographers.

In-addition, Dr. and Mrs. Kuehne are among
the"Austin Symphony Orchestra's most avid
fans and, as life-long music lovers, are look-
ing forward to the upcoming symphony sea-
son just as intently as Dr. Kuehne looks in
this self-portrait.
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'Shutterbugs' Advised
To Portray Inner Moods

how to obtain effects through dif-
ferent means. First semester
classes have fundamental work:
exposures, development, and
printing. Second semester classes
have special work in toning, nat-
ural*and studio lighting1, and still
life. All equipment, including
cameras, i3. furnished. Generally,
supplies have not been limited be-
cause of present shortage.

He doesn't want "camera
crazy" students in his classes, but
wants those really interested in
more and better photography
study. Interest and study will
prepare a student for the op- j
portunities photography, can of-
fer, he believes, and he can name I
several of his former students j
who confirm his belief.

One of his pet peeves is the
memory of an exhibit to which he i
once submitted some pictures. He
won a blue ribbon, but not on the j
best one. They had hung it on
its side. '

1 Dr. Kuehne received his bach-i
elor cf science degree from the 1
University in 1890, and his mas-
ters' degree in 1001. He receivedI
his doctor of philosophy degree j
from the University ot Chicago in
1010. He wrote the first lab
manual used by University physic

I atudent3.
He is a member of Phi Beta

J Kappa; Sigma Xi, honorary scien-
tific fraternity; and the American

i Physical Society. He has traveledj extensively in the United States
j 33 well as in China and Japan;

| and he was spokesman for the
I University in the founding of Mc-
I Donald Observatory.
j Although Dr. Kuehne is on
i modified service, the speeded-up
j summer program gives him a full
j schedule, so "you see, I'm not so

I much on the shelf as.you might
i think."

By PATSY YARBOROUGH
". . . I'd trust him with my life,

my fortune, and my sacred honor.
And I think he's a genius." Thus
ended a tribute paid to Dr. John
Matthias Kuehne, professor of
physics, on his seventieth birth-
day, almost two years ago.

This tall, erect man, whose
white hair and beard are less
prominent because of his steel-
blue eyes, came to the Forty
Acres in 1896 as a student, and
has stayed as a professor since—
"it must have been"—1909. No
one taught him the first steps to
good photography, but he is
teaching as many as sixty-four
students a semester about moods,
character study, still life, lighting,
and toning.

In a room filled with photo-
graphs, Dr. Kuehne can point to
hundreds of varieties. His "great-
est photographic achievement"
was attained because he wanted
to capture some of the beautiful
movements of an artist, a3 she
enacted the story in a song she j
was singing. The artist re-
enacted the song for him in his
studio, and eight realistic and
beautiful pictures resulted. As
the story of a Spanish mother
whose child had died, progressed,
Dr. Kuehne snapped pictures he |
has named pity, realization, fear,
supplication, invocation, despair,
resignation, and grief.

Using hands, arm3, eyes, and |
posture for the main details of j
his pictures, he obtains special I
moods. Pictures of movie stars j
portraying moods are not always j

" good because too often it is ob- j
vious they are "portraying." Any]
inner feeling is recorded in the j
facial expression, and a good i
photographer will emphasize this, j

There is no set rule for a guide, j
he says, and both his beginning j
and advanced classes are taught!
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The popular, well-taught and exceedingly well-requipped photography

courses strained their normal darkroom-limited enrollment of 64 upward to a

crowded 100 students from the early forties until Dr. Kuehne's retirement.

It is interesting that these courses were most popular during the years of

-his modified service. Upon his retirement the courses were discontinued

and the cameras, enlargers, etc. were offered to those on campus who ex-

pressed a need for them.

At the risk of over-emphasizing the importance of photography in

Professor Kuehne's life, one further article from the Sunday Supplement of

the Houston Post is included below.
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\ CHARGE of electricity had its picture taken when
■* »■ it wasn't looking and the resulting photographs (see
opposite page) have caused a stir in the scientific world.

University of Texas physics professor John M. Kuehne
photographed a positive and negative charge of elec-
tricity, and achieved two startling prints. They were
exhibited at two professional scientific meetings recently
and are scheduled for reprint in two scientific magazines
and through a syndicated photo agency in the near
future.

Doctor Kuehne thinks the photographs might be useful
in beginners' science classes to illustrate how the elec-
trons move and how positive and-negative charges differ.

The photofrrnphs themselves look like exotic tropical
flowers. A bright white center with little rivulets of white
limning in toward it is evident in the positive charge
photo. Tho negative charge is completely different, with
small, well-defined lines like, ripples on water moving out
and away from the center.

Interest in the photos was aroused at the 100th an-
niversary meeting of the American Association for the
Advancement of Science in Washington, D. C, last sum-
mer. They were displayed in a scientific photograph ex-
hibit and aroused considerable comment.

Since that time, letters have been coming to Doctor
Kuehne's desk from all parts of the country. He has
furnished prints of the photographs to the American
Chemical Society for exhibits at its national meeting, to
Science Illustrated and Science Monthly magazines, and
the International News Photos syndicate.

The sudden interest came as a surprise to Doctor
Kuehne who had made the prints sometime ago, mailing
them to the AAAS in answer to a general letter to
scientists requesting interesting photos for the exhibit.

To make the photographs, he used an electrically
charged Leyden jar, touching a wire from one terminal of
the jar to the sensitive surface of a glass photographic
plate, while the other terminal was connected to a piece
of tin lying underneath the plate.

The moving electrons trace their path across the sen-
sitive surface, acting on the plate as light does in making
an image on a negative.

When the print is made, the electron paths show up
bright white against a black background, making a
clearly defined picture.

A member of the University staff for 49 years. Doctor
Kuehne specializes in light and electricity with photog-
raphy as an artistic outlet. His distinguished stature, sil-
ver gray hair and Vandyke beard make him a favorite
subject of his photography students.





Professor John M. Kuehne, who took ths- pictures, teaches physics
at ths University of Texas, maies photography a hobby. THE END.
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Music - Theater - Community Service - Horticulture

Professor Kuehne personified the Renaissance man—a man of science,

a man of arts and letters, and above all a man who savored life immensely.

A striking physique and boundless energy coupled with a challenging, per-

vasive intellect led to the pursuit of many non-academic interests at a

near-professional level. He was a rare type of man, admired by all and

envied by many.

In its earlier days the University participated dominantly in the cul-

tural life of Austin through lectures, theatrical presentations, musical

recitals, etc., and Professor Kuehne contributed his many talents unselfishly

to the artistic and intellectual development of the community. A music lover

and an accomplished musician, he sang to his own bass viol, sang in uni-

versity and church choirs, served as faculty sponsor to the University Light-

Opera Company, and played in the University Orchestra. Over the many

years after his active participation in musical productions had ended, Dr.

and Mrs. Kuehne continued to be dedicated supporters of the Music Depart-

ment and its activities and were distinguished guests at all musical concerts.

A brief insight into their esteem for Professor Kuehne is given by the following

letter from the Music Department, written some two years after Professor

Kuehne's retirement. The graciousness of the Kuehnes is reflected in their

response.



The Universityof Texas
THE COLLEGE OF FINE ARTS

AUSTIN 12

Hay 19, 1953DEPARTMENT Of MUSIC

Dr. & Mrs* John M« Kuehna
900 Houston Street
Austin, Texas

Dear Dr. & Mrs. Kuehnes

Tour faithfull attendance at the concerts given at the
UniversrEyiSs inspired us to send this letter to you
as an expression of our gratitude*

Seeing our good friends Dr» & Mrs. Kuehne at concerts
has become one of the finest traditions at this University
and a source of inspiration to us, whether we are on the
stage or members of the audience at the time.

May we "wish that you both will continue to share with us
the musical life of Austin for many years to cosae.

We all join in sending you our affectionate thoughts and
best wishes. , /
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The University of Texas
AUSTIN Ia

May 26, 1953

To the Department of Husic ''■".' "
The University of Texas - .
Dear Friends All: . : ..
To say that we v/ere ovei^lielmed "by the highly
complimentary communication of the Music Department
would "be putting the matter very mildly. To tell
the plain truth, we were actually embarrassed lay

I say undeserved, for definitely we are at the
receiving end of the line, and it is we who should
express ourselves as grateful for the benefits
we have enjoyed from the presence in our midst of
a high class music department.

If you will regard us as merely representative
Of the very large number of beneficiaries of the
Music Department, we will accept the document you
sent us, with all its distinguished signatures,
and treasure it as something precious, even if
undeserved*

Thanking you most humbly, we are

Yours very sincerely,
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The following article from an Austin paper resulted from Professor

Kuehne's association with the Austin Symphony.

; 1 '?*?/;Writtenfor The Statesman--:. s..n young schoolmaster,:. whose only
v' for The tatesman : -V'X- contact with music had been group
$ &Ifa small concert troupe, had, not singing of German and South Amer-
i. been* delayed., by. ice-- and * snow-in- tcan songs>. --^ -*-? "., - --■ ;^
*.: .the-,tiny.'-village-?of■ Lindenau- al* . WHEN-THE CONCEKT* troupe

most- 60 :;years---ago, i-.the--Austin; *vas stranded on.its- route between
Symphony.f.Orchestra*? would -.-not Houston.and San. Antonio,, everyone
have-. ha£L.<ine.? of." its most.,ardeni in.the.town: of. Lindenau nished
davoteeSrf>^>r^K >'=->? around-to make-ready for the per--

Drrr;Johit:/Matthias -Kuehne*: ia formance^ They .brought oil! stoves
thoser-daW-- was *;_ rosy-cheeked, from their, homes,-, huddled, in^big..

wool;coats-and.waited^ >~v,.^>? f,:-^
"■■:.'" T<r the" acCornpaiiimenfoi^bne"cT
Texas'-'^ -bluer-northers"- the^-- troupe.l
played,■; and--J. -MU Kuchne became-,
a muaic-lover.^r:■: ..'-.:^::-i~,-'y_ — -,.-.^.*;:

'■. Today Dr. Kuehney who^will cele~<
brate hiy 80th birthday on August
11, 13 one of the-Austin1Symphony-
Orchestra'sfirm-supporters. He and.

'Mrs. Kuelme- have missed few- con~
certs since the inception, of the-or—
chestra» and both.' feel that Ezra
Rachlinu does an -excellent job as
"conductor. ..,- -r;".-..*.";>:":.'$ ■«.. .. ■, ; - ;!r
" Dr.Kuehne^'witE his-white beard
and twmJtlingrblue eyes, is well
known' both in tha concert hall and
in the University of Texas where
he just retired as full professor of
physics* an. honor he has held since.
1923. -r>; .hr>

:~;.-rK~£i;^vV;.,;-.:";> :;-.
t. The-sow of t^o country, school-
teachers, DrrKuehne had a. rather
cursory education.-; until he- was
about 13- He had, planned to be a
farmer when his parents persuaded
him ■to ' attend :summer normal in
HaUetsville. Aftec the-first summer,
he taught at a: little school near
CuerOw;Every summer he returned
ip summer normal and then went
bade to teaching. One of his pupils
was- a'pretty, solt-spoken girt five
years younger than?he. She is naw-
Mnfc'Knebnr.^, Ci^-j^ir^y>*_,-V

p. - ... . . »., T . . , .H
r" JUST AS THE. FIRST concert he fl
heard started him on . his musical |
appreciation^ so HiH th* -first lecture (I
send his " ambition', spiraling. Dr.
Baldwin ol the University of Texas,
came to summer,normal.to lecture,
and from that moment J. M.
Kuehne was determined to attend
the University* of Texas. After- three
years, of schooling, in 1899, he was
awarded his- 8./S. in Physics, a
subject he "had " loved "since ■ the
Xirst book was put into my hands."
': In 1900-- he■'" "committed ". matri-
mony" and continued- teaching and
studying in the physics department
at the- University. He- managed to
obtain his M.- A.- from. the.Univer-
sity of Texas and his. Ph. D. from
the University- of Chicago where
he went ior one long session and
three summers, . ■■*'■
" Dr^ Kuehne also has an. abiding
interest in. photography, &n. art
which grew out of his work with
photographs* in-the physics depart-
ment He has been able to capture
the essence oi life - in.- his camera,
th. picture of .grief -on a mother's
face, the dew lying fresh on a single
flower, the resignation of a small
boy who is being punished.. And
now that he will have time to work
at his pictures, Dr. Kuehne hopes
to write a book on the science of
photography. His pictures of posi-
tive electric discharge figures have
been published in. technical maga-
zines, and . requests have already
been made for others. Dr. Kuehne.
a man who despises the word
"know-how"as opposed to know-
ledge, wants to portray photography
as an. important science.

In the years remaining to him,
Dr. Kuehne hopes to enjoy all of
his loves, his wife, his two daugh-
ters, Mrs. Henry Rehn and Mrs.
Rizer Everett, his three grandchil-
dren, his physics, his photography
—and of course, his music.

" He may be seen working-in his
physics laboratory, standing behind

!his camera and waiting for a cer-
tain lighting effect or sitting erect
inhis chair at the Austin Symphony
Orchestra- concert, waiting eagerly
for the first beautiful song to be-
gin.
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Although members of the faculty often participated in community

theatrical productions , Dr. Kuehne as a physics professor must neverthe-

less have been somewhat unique. There are pictures of him in Shakespearian

costume, indicating participation in University productions, and mention

of several Little Theater productions.
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A review of Eugene O'Neill's "Beyond the Horizon" begins: "Is 'Beyond

the Horizon 1 worth seeing? Yes, Kuehne will make you cry and Cook will

make you laugh. ... If you don't cry during the play, you will before you

go to sleep that night. You must. . . In the scene where the father tells

his son to leave the family home, one must feel aroused. Dr. John Kuehne

in the part of the father got the sympathy of every man. When he opened

the door and left the room, it was a human being who went out to cry alone

at his own stupidity. "
A review of "Hotel Universe," by Philip Barry, mentions a "well-

seasoned" cast containing Dr. J. M. Kuehne, Professor of Physics, "who is

well-known for his acting ability." Pictures accompanying two reviews sug-

gest the dramatic power he must have brought to the parts he played.
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There is little reason to document the many-faceted involvement of

Dr. Kuehne in community and environmental affairs. However, one early

example that perhaps should not be overlooked is his organization of central

Texas for the purpose of providing food, medicine, and clothing for desti-

tute women and children of Germany and Austria after World War I. The

telegrams from Herbert Hoover and Robert Lansing, reproduced on the

following page, survive to bear testimony to this, it is understood, massive

and successful enterprise. In fact, there seemed to be few times when Dr.

Kuehne was not involved in some community or environment-related project,

from the elimination of rock quarries in the city to the preservation of parks

in their natural beauty. His early background on the farm left him with a

life-long interest in horticulture. He budded and grafted his own trees in

developing better fruits and nuts, experimented with native Texas grapes in

producing outstanding white wine, and introduced new plants and flowers into

the Austin area.
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Religion

These remarks are based upon rather casual bits of conversations and

could be very wide of the true mark, but it is not thought so. A religious

agnostic who could conceive of nothing worse than soaring around for all

eternity on obviously inadequate gossamer angel's wings, Professor Kuehne

was nevertheless an active, participating member of the First Congregational

Church. His interest were in the ethical and moral precepts embodied in

religion and their translation into practical guidelines for living. There was

no apparent conflict between rational, scientific concepts and his emotional

bonds to religion, as he conceived and lived it.

His personal doctrine seems aptly expressed in a quotation from a

Christman card from the Kuehnes in 1948,. "I expect to pass through this life

but once. If therefore there is any good I can do to any fellow being, let me

do it now, let me not defer it, for I shall not pass this way again."

As a man in his seventies, still youthful in mind and vigorous in body,

he once said to a young student, "I would not trade this grizzled, wrinkled

old countenance for your smooth young face under any circumstances. I have

no desire to start over, to live another life. There is nothing I would like to

do over, or that I wish I had done differently." Of his stay at the Univer-

sity he said, "It has been a wonderful experience, and if I had it all to do

over again, I'd do it the same way." Such expressions of deep satisfaction

and total contentment were inevitably followed by a touching tribute to the

person who so obviously made it all so. Of his wife he said, "The wisest

decision I ever made was to marry the woman I married." Those who knew

Mrs. Kuehne would have to agree. She was apparently the perfect com-

panion throughout this classically academic life of an erstwhile farm boy,

from the date of marriage in August, 1900, to Professor Kuehne's death
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60 years later. Dr e Kuehne died on Sunday, February 14, 1960. He was

survived by two daughters , Mrs. Hildegard Everett and Mrs. Elizabeth

Rehn, by three grandchildren and two great grandchildren. The memorial

service at the Austin Congregational Church finished with a poem by a

member of the congregation entitled "Dr. Kuehne, My Friend":

"A head hallowed in the whitest snow
And eyes shining with a knowing glow,

He saw things with the clear simplicity of the young in age

And expressed them with the insight of an elder sage

And now he's gone, where he must be
Delighted by new things to see.
In truth his youth shall see the sight
Illumined by age in wisdom's light.

Indeed, what'ere the nature of the immortal realm,

It shall be enlightened by the presence of him."



Dr.--'qhdMi's:KuehneMarßBOth Anmversary
Daughtars- oi Dr. and Mrs.' 32 fiE| «

Kushne; w«r» hostesses--last Sunday s
for. an. open house in their " parents* (

honor." Occasion, for: the,- party-, ]
given in the honorees" home onrtha ('.{
Dallas- Highway, was-the celebra- " ]
tion of. 'the. Kuehnes*1 golden- wed- ■«
ding anniversary-. ' '":.; "', '£,■'} - v-". ;" , ]

Hostesses and their families- in- -3
eluded Dr. and ■ Mrs.- Henry Rehn 'and son, Gene,of Carbondale,III.; J
Mr. and ■ Mrs-. Rizer ■ Everett and
children^ John and i Dorothy, of ]
Oklahoma City. .■..,..". - . ■'■ ':

TH* couple was married in. Aug-
■ust, 1900, in Lavaca County, where i
both resided until their wedding.
year when they moved "to Austin.
Dr. Kuehna at the time became as-
sociated with the, University of
Texas. -For many years head of
the UT physics department, he is
still a professor of physics.
Golden Flowers

Arrangements of flowers in
golden hues were tised throughout
the house; The refreshment table
v/zs laid with a handmade Chinese.cloth of linen cutwork and em-
broidery, brought from Shanghai
by the Kuehnes' daughter, Mrs.
Henry Rehn.. - ■

Pala yellow rosebuds interspersed
with puff 3 with gold filagree
formed the table's- centerpiece.
Napkins were imprinted with the
words, "J. M. and Mary."

Members of the houseparty were■Mrs. Melvin Rotsch. and Mrs. Fran-

ces< McNeillTiHiwhov '■■■ greeted-guests
at. the door;^and Mrs, David- Lea
Clark; who was in charge?--of = the
dining. robnuri* :",::■.■:--'■■%-.'--Xhr-
la. Diaixsf Horns* —■'■':-! " ".."'■'"7-*'-,^;* '■'.

,'■■:; Serving in..' the dining, room: for
the first hour wereMrs.:Otto:Stolley
and

t
Mrs»~ Eugene- Schocfac for-the

second hour,rMrs. Charles.. Fay- and
Mrs. Emil Kuehne. :Assisting: were..Misses- Gitta- 'Lockenvit2r -Jean
Casael, Christina- Rosequist,: Mar-
garet 1 Blau, Bill'Bess Trenckman,
Betty - Wood, Barbara DeLaney,
Ruth' HowellT Lucy Ann Fay and
Helen Kuehne. - .-.- . j

Other members of the houseparty
were Mesdames Gilbert McAllister,

Austin-'. Phelps, CheatajrLay-Sr.- and
Chester Lay Jr. . " . " :;;■; .

Out-of-town guests - were- Daan-
and Mrs...Charles . Winkler, :

their
daughter,- Mrs.- .B- J. Shaw, - and
granddaughter, Patricia; Shaw, of.
College Station,' Dr. and- Mrs.

. Charles Fay, Lucy and Charles Fay
, Jr. of Houston; Mr. and Mrs. J. J.
Berg of Fort Worth. ■'

'■: Also Dr. and Mrs- John- Wood of
Dallas; Dr. and Mrs, L. Blau and
Miss: Margaret Blau of Houston:
Mr. and Mrs, Charles Roeber of
College Station; Miss Helen Kuehne
and Misses Betty, Lynn and Caro-
line- Wood of Dallas; Dr.' and Mrs-.

. Chester Lay of Dallas.
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The Wayman Adams Paintin

The Wayman Adams portrait in oil was painted at the request of the

-artist. It was not a favorite of the family, due perhaps to a certain un-

characteristic lack of humor and gentleness in the facial expression. The

portrait is described nevertheless as one of the outstanding works of a

famous artist—of the quality of a Rembrandt, according to others. As a

part of the legacy left the son, Wayman Adams , Jr., the portrait still hangs

in the old Adams' home at 2815 San Gabriel.

The origin of the suggestion that this portrait be purchased for the

Library is the University's policy of reserving a certain small fraction of a

building's cost for art work, statues , fountains , etc. Whether or not this

policy has been abandoned, it at least provides a basis for the presentation

of an argument in favor of the purchase of this valuable painting. Its cost

would depend somewhat upon the approach to Mr. Adams, but he cannot

afford to contribute it to the University of Texas, even if it were legally

possible for him to do so. Laguna Gloria is the ultimate beneficiary of the

Adam's estate upon the death of the son and so has a vested interest in

preserving in tact as much as possible of the original estate. However, for

some $4000 to $5000 the University could acquire an important painting at

a fraction of its intrinsic worth.

A copy of the painting is reproduced from a newspaper clipping be-

low, together with the article providing some information about the artist.
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PROFESSOR J. M. KUEHNE ';-

A University favorite captured in oils.
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Wayman Adams Exhibition
Opens at TFWC Wednesday

A Wednesday night open house
will mark the start of the "Sum-
mer Show"—a display of a collec-
tion of paintings by Austin's noted
portrait painter, Wayman Adams,
at the Headquarters Art Gallery of
the Texas Federation of Women's
Clubs.

Mr. and Mrs. Adams, toaether
with representatives of the TFWC
hoard of directors, will receive
guests at the open house from
7:30 until 9:30 ■ p.m. The exhibit
will be open to the public.

Of perhaps most local interest
in the show will be the recent
portraits of Mrs. Allan Shivers,
wife of the Governor; Russell
Fish Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs.
Russell Fish and grandson of the
Walter Longs; Professor J. M.
Kuehne, long-time professor of
physics at the University of Texas;
and Johnnie Rudd. son of Mr. and
Mrs. John Rudd. Also in the show

:WUI be portraits of Colonel'E. M.
House and Judge W. S. Simpkins.

The painting of the Rudd child
'received an award for the most
* outstanding work in oil in the 32nd
"Annual Hoosier Salon in Indian-
"apolis, Ind., last winter.
- Also included in the Summer
'Show will be such old favorites
as the portrait of sculptor Jo Da-

.,vidson, in which the subject is, in
turn, working on a head of Way-
man Adams.

Mr. Adams has been exhibiting
and winning prizes since 1910. A
native of Indiana, he has studied
under many noted teachers in the

United States and abroad. He
maintains a summer studio in
Elizabethtown, N.Y., for which he
and Mrs. Adams will be leaving
in July.

The current exhibition will re-
main in the TFWC art gallery
throughout the summer.
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WHO'S WHO-

ADAMS,Wayman, portrait painter; born Muncio, Indiana, son Nelson
Perry and Mary Elizabeth (Justice) Adams; married Margaret Graham
Boroughs, October I, 1918: one son, Wayman, Jr. Studied John Herron
Art Institute, Indianapolis, with Wm. Forsythe 1905-09; also studied in
Italy, 1910, with Wm. M. Chase and Spain, with Robert Henri, 1912.
Honorary Doctor of Fine Arts, Syracuse University, 1945. Awarded Isr
prize Muncie, Indiana, Art Association, 1910; Thomas R. Proctor Prize,
National Academy of Design, New York, 1914; Mary T. R. Fouike Prize,
Art Association, Richmond, Indiana, 1915; J. I. Holcomb Prize, Indiana
Artists' Exhibition, 1916; Mr. and Mrs. Frank G. Logan Medal (with
$1,500)Art Institute of Chicago. 1918; Ist prize Newport, Rhode Island,
Art Association, 1918; Indianapolis Star Portrait Prize, Hoosier Salon,
Chicago, 1925 and 1929; Richard S. Greenough Memorial Prize. Newport,
Rhode Island, 1925; John C. S'nafer Prize, Hoosier Salon, Chicago, 1926;
Silver Medal, Sesquicentennial, Philadelphia, 1926; First Airman Prize
(with $1,000) NaHonal Academy of Design, 1926; Portrait Prize Art Asso-
ciation, Springfield, Massachusetts, 1926; Dana Water Color Gold Medal,
Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts, 1929; Medal of Honor, Allied Artists
of America, 193d: William Church Osborne Prize, American Water Color
Society, 1930; Honorable Mention, Second International Exhibit of Lithog-
raphy and Wood Engraving, Art Institute of Chicago, 1930; Honorable
Mention for Lithograph, Print Club of Philadelphia, 1931; John T. Mc-
Cutcheon Prize for Lithogr-phj, Hcosier S»!on, Chicago. !93!: Joseph
S. Isidor Prize for T-ithographs, Safmagundi"Club, New York, 1931; National
Arts Club Maida Gregg Memorial Prize 1932; Artists Popular Vote Prizo
Hoosier Salon,Chicago, 1932; Second Altman Prize (with $500) National
Academy of Design, 1932; Walter Lippincott Prize, Pennsylvania Academy
of Fine Arts, 1933; Gold Medal for Achievement in Portraiture, Holland
Society of New York, 1933; Portrait Prize Hoosier Salon,Chicago. 1935;
Shaw Purchase Prize, Salmagundi Club, New York, 1940; Medal, Sanity in
Art Exhibition, Chicago, 1941; Ist prize (with $1,000) "Painting in the
United States" Exhibition, Carnegie Institute. Pittsburgh, 1943. National
Academician; Member, National Institute of Arts and Letters, New York
Society of Painters, National Association of Portrait Painters, American
Water Color Society, Allied Artists of America, Audubon Artists, New York
Water Color Club, Art Club of Philadelphia, Philadelphia Water Color
Club, Indiana Artists Club (honorary), Philadephia Sketch Club, Sal-
magundi Club, National Arts Club (life), New York Athletic Club, Cen-
tury Association New York, Lotos Club (life), New Orleans Art League
(honorary), Houston Art League (honorary), Birmingham Art Lsagus
(honorary), Saranac Lake Art League (honorary).

Elected Laureate Member Delta Phi Delta National Art Fraternity.
1948; awarded Medal of Honor, Allied Artists of America, 1948. Honorary
member of Kappa Pi, National Art Fraternity. Indiana Publishers Prize for
portrait, 1950-51-52. Honorable mention Cenrury Association New York,
1953. Honorable mention National Arts Club. 1954.

Summer studio: Elizabethtown, New York; winter, 2815 San Gabriel
Street, Austin, Texas.
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